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1. Student

1.1 Added Section Meeting Schedule Type to Course Schedule Universe (Universe Only)

Areas Affected:  
Universe(s): EDW-STU Course Schedule

Case Number: 20071119_553

Date Implemented: February 21, 2008

Description: Decision Support added two objects to the Course Schedule Universe. The addition of the objects provides users with additional information regarding the Section Meeting by providing a type (i.e. Laboratory, Online, Lecture-discussion).

1.2 Added Two New Columns to View in Application Census Universe

Areas Affected:  
Universe(s): EDW-STU Application Census

View (s): V_AC_PRIOR_CUM_DEG

Case Number: 20080107_753

Date Implemented: February 21, 2008

Description: Decision Support added two new columns to V_AC_PRIOR_CUM_DEG. The addition of V_AC_PRIOR_CUM_DEG allows users to better differentiate between “Graded” vs. “Earned” hours.

1.3 Added CENSUS_DT_KEY to Application Census Views

Areas Affected:  
Universe(s): EDW-STU Application Census

View(s): V_AC_APPL  
V_AC_PERS

Case Number: 20080212_682

Date Implemented: February 21, 2008

Description: Decision Support added CENSUS_DT_KEY to select Application Census views in the Application Census Data Mart. This addition allows users to utilize 2 keys when joining the application or person views to the fact table.
2. HR/Payroll

2.1 Added Object Definitions to the HR Position and Job Hierarchy Universe (Universe Only)

Areas Affected:
   Universe(s): EDW-HR Position and Job Hierarchy

Case Number: 20070222_421

Date Implemented: February 21, 2008

Description: Decision Support added missing object definitions to the HR Position and Job Hierarchy Universe. The additional definitions aid users in determining which objects will return the required information on a report.

2.2 Changed the Name of Modified CFOAPA Indicator (Universe Only)

Areas Affected:
   Universe(s): EDW-HR Payroll Reconciliation

Case Number: 20071128_497

Date Implemented: February 21, 2008

Description: Decision Support changed the “Modified CFOAPA Indicator” name to “Set Up CFOAPA Match Indicator” in the Payroll Reconciliation Universe. This change allows users to better understand the output of the indicator.
3. Finance

3.1 Added Table to the Data Warehouse to Capture Grant Revenue Generation Data

Areas Affected:

Case Number: 20070518_514

Date Implemented: February 21, 2008

Description: Decision Support added a table to the data warehouse to capture grant revenue detail data. This addition makes grant calculations that are summarized available to users to create posting entries in the Operating Ledger.
4. Other

4.1 Removed Various Tables in the Data Warehouse

Areas Affected:
Table(s): T_CHARITBL_DED_HIST  T_LIFE_DISBL_DED_HIST
T_MED_DED_HIST  T_MISC_DED_HIST
T_RET_DED_HIST  T_SEC_MISC_DED_HIST
T_TAX_DED_HIST  T_TRANSIT_DED_HIST
T_UNION_DED_HIST

Case Number: 20080103_889
Date Implemented: February 21, 2008
Description: Decision Support removed the tables listed above from the Data Warehouse.

4.2 Removed Various Tables in the Data Warehouse

Areas Affected:
Table(s): T_FA_STUDENT_REG_HIST_ARCH  T_RS_ADDR_ARCHIVE
T_VISA_HIST_ARCHIVE

Case Number: 20080103_895
Date Implemented: February 21, 2008
Description: Decision Support removed the tables listed above from the Data Warehouse.

4.3 Added Missing Data from a Table in the Data Warehouse

Areas Affected:
Table(s): T_ADM_QUESTION_ANSR

Case Number: 20080124_69
Date Implemented: February 21, 2008
Description: Decision Support added missing data in the T_ADM_QUESTION_ANSR table in the data warehouse.